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Photoemission from different alkali core levels (Na 2p, K 3p, Rb 4p, and Cs 4d) has been studied for
thin alkali films deposited on four different 4d metal surfaces: Mo(110), Rh(111), Rh(110), and Pd(100).
Alkali atoms at the interface, the bulk, and at the surface of the adsorbed alkali film are found to have
different core-level binding energies. It is found that the core-level binding-energy shifts of the alkali
metals induced by the 4d-metal substrate increase with increasing atomic number of the alkali meta1 and
with increasing atomic number of the 4d metal. Thermodynamical quantities such as interface segregation energies and adhesion energies are deduced from the layer-resolved shifts. Estimates of the experimental binding-energy shifts are given using semiempirical calculations, and certain complications in doing that are discussed.

INTRODUCI'ION

The adsorption of alkali-metal atoms on metal surfaces
has received much interest from both experimentalists
One reason for this is that alkali-metal
and theorists. '
adsorption is in general thought to be a very simple adsorption system, even though several recent investigaindicate that this is not always the case. We
tions
have in earlier work made extensive use of highresolution core-level photoemission applied to the substrate and alkali core levels to investigate the geometrical
structure of alkali overlayers adsorbed on a metal substrate. ' ' Another aspect of core-level photoemission
concerns how the magnitude of the alkali core-level
binding-energy shifts is related to the electronic structure
of the surroundings of the alkali adsorbate. The emphasis of the present paper is mainly on that aspect of
core-level photoemission.
The ideal system in which to study the core-level
binding-energy shift that a metal induces in an alkali metal would be to have a dilute solution of the alkali metal in
the metal in question. In practice, however, such a solution is not possible. Instead we have chosen to investigate the interface between a thin alkali film and a metal
substrate. In such a system the alkali atoms at the interface, in the intermediate layers (hereafter denoted as bulk
atoms), and at the surface of the alkali film have different
surroundings.
For example, the layer of interface atoms
has on one side substrate atoms and on the other side alkali atoms whereas the bulk atoms are completely surrounded by alkali atoms. Thus the interface and the bulk
alkali atoms have a relatively well-defined difference in
surroundings, yielding different core-level binding energies, although the lack of knowledge of the exact geometrical structure of the interface introduces an uncertainty.
Finally it should be noted that similar measurements of
core-level binding-energy changes have been made for a
number of different interface systems, not necessarily us0163-1829/94/50(7)/4711(7)/$06. 00
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ing alkali metals as the adsorbate.
In this paper we present layer-resolved core-level
binding-energy shifts for Na, K, Rb, and Cs films on the
4d metal surfaces Mo(110), Rh(111), Rh(110), and
Pd(100) with the aim of providing detailed experimental
information on the trends in the core-level bindingenergy shifts observed in these alkali-4d-metal interface
systems. Layer-resolved core-level photoemission from
Na, K, and Cs on Ru(100) has been reported by others. '
In a recent publication we have presented layerresolved core-level binding-energy shifts for Na, K, Rb,
and Cs on Al(111) (Ref. 16) which demonstrate a trend in
the binding-energy shifts of the alkali core levels on an
sp-metal substrate.
It has been shown elsewhere that values for thermodynamical quantities may be derived from layer-resolved
core-level binding-energy shifts and that conversely these
shifts may be estimated from thermobinding-energy
It is demonstrated that in the
dynamical parameters.
present systems applications of these models give rise to
some complications due to the large size difference between an alkali-metal atom and the next element in the
Periodic Table. It is discussed how these complications
may be overcome, and procedures are suggested which
lead to good agreement with the experimental values.

'

EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at beam line 22
(Refs. 19 and 20) at the MAX-I storage ring in Lund,
Sweden. After cycles of Ar+ sputtering followed by annealing, the remaining carbon on the Mo(110), Rh(111),
Rh(110), and Pd(100) surfaces was removed by several annealings at 5 X 10 Torr in oxygen. This treatment produced surfaces which exhibited low-energy electron
diffraction patterns with sharp spots and a low background. The cleanliness of the surfaces and of the deposited alkali layers was checked by monitoring the core4711
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level regions of possible contaminants, in particular C
and 0, indicating no surface contamination during deposition of the alkali films or during acquisition of the spectra. The base pressure in the experimental chamber was
6X 10 Torr. The different alkali metals were deposited from well outgassed
commercial
SAES getter
sources. ' During evaporation of the alkali metals the
pressure increase was 1X10 ' Torr or less. The photon
energies used for the Na 2p, K 3p, Rb 4p, and the Cs 4d
spectra were 90, 110, 39, and 110 eV, respectively. The
total energy resolution was in all cases below 100 meV.
All measurements were made at 90 K in order to reduce
phonon broadening.
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When depositing alkali overlayers at 90 K no signs
were observed of intermixing or alloy formation between
the adsorbed alkali metal and the 4d metal substrates
studied in this paper. As described in more detail below
it is straightforward to follow the growth of the alkali
shifts between
films because of the large binding-energy
alkali atoms at the interface, in the bulk, and at the surface of the films. The large binding-energy shifts between
emission from the first and the second alkali layers make
it very easy to detect when the second layer starts growing. We define one alkali layer as the amount deposited
just before the emission from the second layer becomes
visible. The alkali coverages quoted below are simply obtained by dividing the evaporation time by the time needed for deposition of one layer. By monitoring the intensities of the alkali core-level peaks from the various layers
during growth of an alkali film we find that the first alkali
layer is completed before the second layer starts growing,
and that the third layer starts to grow before the second
layer is completed. In other words, we find a classic
Stranski-Krastanov
growth mode. This growth mode
makes the morphology of the alkali film more complicated than for layer-by-layer growth. This more complicated morphology does, however, not interfere with the
as it is still possible to identify
present measurements
from which layer a given core-level peak originates and
thereby determine the layer resolved shifts.
In order to illustrate the general development of alkali
core-level photoemission spectra during growth of an alkali film, Fig. 1 shows the Na 2p core-level spectra for Na
deposited on Pd(100) with coverages ranging from approximately one layer to four and a half layers. The onelayer situation yields a broad peak which contains the
spin-orbit-split Na 2p level, where the spin-orbit splitting
is approximately 0.15 eV. The strong broadening of this
peak is discussed below. Further deposition of Na results
in the appearance of a second Na 2p spin-orbit doublet
shifted by about 0.8 eV towards higher binding energy.
When the Na coverage is further increased, the high
binding-energy Na 2p peak grows in intensity while the
low binding-energy
peak decreases and shifts towards
lower binding energy. This development of the intensities
shows that the high and low binding-energy peaks can be
attributed to the second and the interface layers, respectively. The shift towards lower binding energy of the
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FIG. 1. Na 2p photoemission spectra for coverages from one
to approximately four layers of Na on Pd(100). The spectra are
not normalized in intensity.

first-layer peak between the one- and two-layer situations
is due to the fact that after the deposition of the second
layer the first alkali layer is no longer a surface layer.
This results in a binding-energy
shift corresponding
roughly to the negative of the surface core-level shift,
which is a shift of approximately —
0.20 eV. Upon completion of the second Na layer, the total shift between the
first-layer peak, which is now due to emission from the
interface Na atoms, and the second-layer peak, which is
due to surface Na atoms, is approximately 1 eV. As the
third layer starts growing a third spin-orbit-split doublet
appears at a binding energy in between the two peaks already discussed. This peak is associated with the Na
atoms between the interface and the surface atoms which
we denote as bulk atoms. The binding energy of this
peak is very close to that of the bulk peak from a thick
Na film. Further increase of the Na coverage does not
lead to any additional significant binding-energy shifts of
the three different components of the Na 2p level, but
only to a decrease in the intensity of the interface peak,
which disappears gradually as the Na film grows thicker,
and to an increase in the intensity of the bulk peak until
it reaches an intensity corresponding to the intensity for a
bulk peak from a thick Na film. The development of the
alkali core-level photoemission spectra with coverage as
seen in Fig. 1 and as described above, is generally observed for systems which involve Na, K, Rb, or Cs deposited on a metal substrate at 100 K, see, for example, Refs.
10 and 13-18.
In order to demonstrate how the binding-energy shifts
vary among different alkalis adsorbed on the same substrate, we show in Fig. 2 the Na 2p, K 3p, Rb 4p3/2 and
Cs 4d5&2 core-level spectra of approximately three layers
of each alkali metal deposited on Rh(111). The Na 2p
and the K 3p spectra consist of three spin-orbit-split components. The larger spin-orbit splitting of the Rb 4p (0.85
eV) and the Cs 41 (2.3 eV) levels allows complete separa-
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FIG. 2. Core-level spectra for three layers of the indicated alkali metals on Rh(111).
tion of their doublet components, which results in three
single peaks in the energy window shown for these spectra. The spectra in Fig. 2 have been aligned so that the
bulk binding energies of the four alkali metals coincide.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the surface core-level shift
shift
stays almost constant whereas the binding-energy
between the interface and the bulk atoms increases as one
goes from Na to K to Rb to Cs. This trend is seen for all
the substrates investigated in the present work. A qualitatively similar trend has been observed in Refs. 13 and
14 for alkali deposition on Ru(100) and in Refs. 16-18
for alkali deposition on sp-metal substrates.
Turning to the alkali core-level binding energies ob
served when varying the 4d metal substrate, we present in
Fig. 3(a) core-level spectra of approximately three layers
of Cs deposited on Mo(110), Rh(111), and Pd(100) as well
as from a thick Cs film. In the case of a thick film of Cs

~

s

a)

there is only emission from the atoms in the bulk and the
atoms at the surface of the Cs film. It is clear from Fig.
(3a) that the binding-energy shift of the Cs 4d5&2 level between the interface atoms and the bulk atoms increases as
the substrate is changed from Mo(110) to Rh(111) to
Pd(100), while the surface core-level shift of Cs stays constant. The same qualitative trend is also seen in Fig. 3(b)
in which corresponding core-level spectra for the Na 2p
level are shown. The greater core-level binding-energy
shift between the interface and bulk atoms in the Cs case
in Fig. 3(a) compared to the Na case in Fig. 3(b) further
illustrates the trend presented in Fig. 2 above.
Whereas the trends discussed above may be seen
directly from the raw spectra, a more precise determination of the various core-level shifts requires a decomposition procedure. Figure 4 shows, as an example, a decomposition of the three-layer spectrum of Na/Pd(100). The
three separated doublets in this fit are indicated and correspond to the peaks mentioned above. It is interesting
to note that the interface peak is substantially broader
than the bulk and surface peaks. A combination of a
number of effects contributes to this extra broadening of
the interface peak. First, as the core-level binding energy
of adsorbed alkali atoms depends on the exact adsorption
site (see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 6), the existence of multiple
sites in the interface layer, i.e., the fact that the overlayer
is not epitaxial, may give an additional broadening. Similarly other kinds of disorder specifi to the interface may
cause additional broadening. ' Second, the vibrational
broadening is increased for interface atoms. That this
type of broadening gives a significant contribution may
be seen from the fact that the width is temperature dependent. '
Third, the lifetime of an alkali core hole may
be shorter for an interface than for a bulk atom which
would increase the width of the interface core levels.
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FIG. 3. (a) Cs 4d5&& spectra from approximately three layers
of Cs on Mo(100), Rh(111), and Pd(100). (b) Na 2p spectra from
approximately three layers of Na on Mo(100), Rh(111), and
Pd(100).
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FIG. 4. The decomposition of the Na 2p spectrum for Na deposited on Pd(100) for the three-layer situation (dotted line) into
three shifted 2p components (full line) and the total spectrum
(full line).
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TABLE I. Measured interface and adhesion core level shifts
K, Rb, and Cs on the indicated metals.

in eV for Na,

—0.41
—0.52
—0.72
—0.76
—0.96
—0.77
—0.78
—1.07
—1.16

Na/Mo(110)
Na/Rh(111)
Na/Pd(100)

K/Rh(111)
K/Pd(100)
Rb/Rh(111}
Cs/Mo(110)
Cs/Rh(111)
Cs/Pd(100)

—0.63
—0.75
—0.93
—0.98
—1.16
—0.98
—0.98
—1.28
—1.37

Changes of the lifetime are expected to be stronger for
core holes that predominantly decay via channels which
involve valence electrons. As other broadening rnechanisms, disorder and vibrational, are expected to be similar for all core levels, the importance of lifetime changes

of the increase in
may be deduced from measurements
width of different core levels of the alkali atom. From
such measurements we find that for interface alkali atoms
significant changes of the lifetime width occur for the
outermost alkali p core levels. The broadening of the
one-layer peak in Fig. 1 is presumably due to the same
effects. The slightly larger width of the surface peak
compared to the bulk peak is in general explained by disorder and larger vibrational freedom in the surface than
in the bulk. '
Substrate-induced broadening effects in
alkali core levels are discussed in a separate paper.
We
note that in the present context the main infiuence of this
extra broadening is to decrease slightly the precision of
the shifts which involve the interface peak. The application of a curve-fitting procedure similar to that shown in
Fig. 4 to the alkali core-level spectra in Figs. 1 —3 and additional spectra not shown results in the binding-energy
shifts given in Table I. We estimate the measured
binding-energy shifts to be accurate within +15 meV for
the bulk and surface peak and +30 meV for the interface
peak.
We define the interface shift b, E;„,as
B

int

Eint

B
E bulk

and the adhesion shift

EE,dh

as

B
B
EE~dh = E iIIt E Surf
where E,~, Eb„&i„andE;„,
are
&

(2)

the core-level binding energies for the atoms at the surface, bulk, and interface, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Before discussing the observed trends we will address
the fact that one of the substrate surfaces in Table I,
namely, Pd(100), is not the most close-packed surface. It
is well known that the structural properties of the substrate and the adsorbate at the interface must be taken
into account when considering a core-level binding enerTo illustrate the magnitude of the changes
gy. ' ' '
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which may result from a different structure of the substrate surface, we may compare measurements performed
on the Rh(110) and the Rh(111) surfaces. In Table II, we
present the measured interface and adhesion shifts for K,
Rb, and Cs on Rh(111) and Rh(110). The more open
(110) surface is expected to induce larger shifts of the alkali core levels, since the alkali atoms will experience a
higher coordination to the Rh atoms at the (110) surface
than at the (111) surface. As can be seen from Table II,
this expectation is borne out by the experiments. For all
the alkali metals the binding energy of the interface peak
on the (110) surface is approximately 0.25 eV lower than
on the (111) surface. The rigid shift of —
0.25 eV means
that the trend (see Fig. 2) in the alkali interface shifts
seen on the Rh(ill) surface is still preserved on the
Rh(110) surface. Based on this we expect that for any 4d
substrate the ordering of the alkali interface shifts will be
independent of which particular surface is used. However, the lowering of the interface binding energy by 0.25
eV is of similar magnitude to comparing two different 4d
metal substrates. Since the (100) surface is more close
packed than the (110) surface, we would expect that the
use of the Pd(100) instead of the Pd(111) surface could increase the alkali interface shifts by a similar amount.
Thus a major part of the increase in the alkali interface
shifts between Rh and Pd (see Fig. 3 and Table I) is likely
to be due to the use of a more open surface for Pd.
It is well known that core-level binding-energy shifts in
metallic systems can be interpreted in terms of various
thermodynamical
quantities. Two main requirements in
this procedure for describing the shifts are the assumption of a fully screened final state and the Z+1 approximation for the screening valence charge distribution
around the core ionized site.
Under these assumptions
a connection can be made between the core-level
binding-energies and various thermodynamical properties
of the systems. However, since photoemission is a vertical excitation process there is no geometric relaxation of
the nuclear positions in the photoemission process whereproperties should properly refer
by the thermodynamical
to such a geometrical nonrelaxed situation. This is a particular problem in the case of alkali metals (and for divalent lanthanide elements, see Ref. 25) since here the
atomic volumes between the Z and Z+1 atoms differ
significantly. We will address this problem further below.
In most cases however, the difference in atomic volume
between the Z and the Z+1 metal is quite small, resulting in negligible modifications of the shifts. Using this
thermodynamical
approach, which takes into account
both the initial state and the final state, chemical shifts in

TABLE II. Measured interface and adhesion core-level in ev
for K, Rb, and Cs on Rh(111) and Rh(110).

as,
Rh(111)

K
Rb
Cs

—0.76
—0.77
—1.07

„,

Rh(110)

Rh(111)

Rh(110)

—1.03
—1.03
—1.32

—0.98
—0.98
—1.28

—1.24
—1.25
—1.53

ALKALI CORE-LEVEL BINDING-ENERGY SHIFTS
several difFerent types of systems such as surfaces, ' ' al' have been successfully treatloys, ' and interfaces

'

ed.

It has been shown elsewhere by using the assumptions
mentioned above and neglecting the lattice relaxation
problem that the shifts in the present type of systems may
be interpreted in terms of segregation and adhesion energies. The interface shift, i.e., the binding-energy shift between bulk and interface atoms, of a metal Z is equal to
the interface segregation energy of a Z + 1 impurity from
the bulk of the Z metal to the interface. 9 From the experimental values in Table I it is found that Z +1 impurities in the alkali layers will segregate to any of the 41
metal interfaces, with increasingly higher interface segregation energy going from Na to K to Rb to Cs. It can
also be seen from Table I that when changing the substrate from Mo to Ru to Rh to Pd the interface segregation energy increases for the Z + 1 impurity in the alkali
layers. If we compare the measured binding-energy shifts
presented here with the measured shifts from alkali films
' we see that in general the shifts are
on sp metals'
larger in the present case. This means that the interface
segregation energy is larger for a Z+1 atom in an alkali
film on a 4d metal than on an sp metal, thus the Z + 1 impurity is more strongly bound at an interface towards a
4d metal than at one towards an sp metal.
The adhesion shift, i.e., the binding-energy shift between interface and surface atoms of a metal with atomic
number Z is related to the difference in adhesion energy
of the Z and of the Z+1 metals on the same substrate
(see below for a more detailed discussion of this point).
The sign of the adhesion shifts directly shows that the
adhesion energy on 4d metals is larger for the alkaline
earth metals than for the alkali metals. This difFerence
increases as we go from Na to K to Rb to Cs deposited
on the same 4d metal substrate and furthermore also increases with increasing atomic number of the 4d metal
substrate. Comparing to alkali metals on sp metals'
we find that the difference in adhesion energy for the
Z + 1 (alkaline earth) and the Z (alkali) metal is larger for
a 4d metal substrate than for an sp-metal substrate.
Apart from allowing us to obtain values for these thermodynamical quantities from the core-level shifts, which
is diScult by other methods, these relationships also
make it possible to estimate the core-level shifts from
various thermodynamical
parameters. Since experimental values do not exist for all the relevant thermodynamical parameters, we calculate these by Miedema's semiempirical scheme ' which may introduce some uncertainties. Apart from this, additional problems may, as
discussed above, be caused by the use of values (calculated or experimental) for these thermodynamical
parameters which refer to a geometrically relaxed situation and
not to the nonrelaxed situation relevant for core-level
photoemission.
Here we use a model to estimate the interface shift
which is based on segregation energies, which may be calculated using Miedema's semiempirical scheme.
The
model used to estimate the adhesion shift is based on
adhesion energies, which also may be calculated using
Miedema's scheme.
A detailed description of the two
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models may be found in Ref. 9. A third and somewhat
more general model based on a decomposition of the
shifts into partial shifts' ' ' may be used to calculate both
the interface and the adhesion shift. Before coming to
the actual calculated values for the shifts we will discuss
two main complications encountered in these calculations. This discussion is of course relevant also for the
extraction of thermodynamical
values from the experimentally determined core-level binding-energy
shifts, as
presented above.
The first complication is related to Miedema's scheme
itself and may be illustrated by the calculations of
adhesion energies. By definition the adhesion energy
per area of metal A on metal 8 should be equal to that of
8 on A. Miedema's expression for the adhesion energy
does not always yield this symmetry. This is due to the
so-called chemical term
which numerically often
turns out to be different for A on B and
on A, respectively, although it actually should be equal according to
Miedema and Den Broeder.
To make the formalism
symmetric we use, as recommended by Miedema and
Den Broeder,
the average value of the chemical term
for the two cases, that is, y'"' =(y'„"',
„z+y~"',
Cs and Ba on Mo may illustrate how much this procedure will influence the estimated adhesion energy
difference. Using the average value for the chemical term
when calculating the adhesion energy of Cs on Mo yields
a value of —1.26 J/m, while using only the value for Cs
on Mo gives —1.68 J/m . In the case of Ba we arrive at
corresponding values of —1.89 and —
2.07 J/m, respecThis will then result in adhesion energy
tively.
differences between the Z+1 (Ba) and the Z (Cs) atom
for the two cases of —
0.63 and —
0.39 J/m . These
values would (see below for details) result in adhesion
shifts of —1.01 and —
0.63 eV, respectively, which should
be compared to the experimentally
obtained value of
—0.98 eV. By performing these calculations for all the
systems presented in this paper we conclude that using
the average value for the chemical term is the most appropriate assumption when calculating the adhesion energies for the present systems, a conclusion which is consistent with the recommendation
of Miedema and Den
Broeder. 36 The same chemical term is also present in
Miedema's expression for the interface segregation energies.
Thus, following the recommendation of Miedema
and Den Broeder, 3 we also use the average value for the
chemical term when calculating the interface segregation
energies. The procedure of using the average value of the
chemical term was not applied when estimating the
layer-resolved shifts in the alkali-Al interface systems. '
The second complication is related to the fact that the
difference in atomic volume in the case of alkali atoms betw'een the Z and Z+1 atom is appreciable.
First, as
mentioned above, there is no geometrical relaxation of
the nuclear positions in the photoemission process meaning that the calculations of adhesion and segregation energies should be performed for
1 atoms having the
size of the Z atoms, which is not possible using
Miederna's scheme. This problem is commonly encountered in thermodynamic a1 estimates
of core-level
binding-energy shifts, see, e.g. , Ref. 25, and is normally

y'"',

8

„„)/2.

Z+
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ignored because the efFects are considered to be relatively
small.
The present results (see below) indicate
that this is also the case for the present systems despite
the large size difference between Z and Z+1. Second,
the large size difference makes it necessary to consider
how the adhesion shift bE,dh should be related to the
adhesion energy per area which is the natural dimension
of an adhesion energy. In Ref. 9 it was argued that the
adhesion shift is equal to the adhesion energy difference
per atom of the Z and the Z+1 metal on the substrate.
However, from the derivation of this relation in Ref. 9 it
seems to be more natural to use the adhesion difference
per interface area of a Z atom instead of per atom of Z
and Z+ 1. This is a way of taking into account the fact
that in the photoemission process the final-state Z+1
atom has the size of a Z atom.
If one wants to preserve the statement that the
adhesion shift b, E,&h is the adhesion difference per atom,
then the adhesion energy for the Z+ 1 metal should be
calculated using the lattice constant of the Z metal. This
is not possible in Miedema s scheme. In fact, this is a
minor complication in most cases due to the normally
similar size of the Z and the Z + 1 atoms and the problem only becomes severe when the size difference is appreciable as in the present systems. By calculating the
adhesion energy difference per atom and per interface
area of the Z atom, and comparing to the measured shifts
we find that the adhesion energy difference per Z area
gives by far the best agreement. Cs and Ba on Mo may
be used to illustrate the effects of using the adhesion energy difFerence either per atom of Z and Z+1 or per interface area of the Z atom. Assuming close-packed Cs and
Ba interface layers on the Mo surface and using the
values given above yields adhesion energies per atom of
—2.03 and —2.04 eV and per Z atom interface area of
—2.03 and —3.04 eV for Cs and Ba, respectively. By
comparison to the experimental value for the adhesion
shift ( —
0.98 eV) we see that much better agreement is
found for the adhesion energy difFerence using the Z
atom interface area ( —1.01 eV) than using the adhesion
0.01 eV).
energy difference per atom of Z and Z+1 ( —
By performing this comparative procedure for all the systems presented in this paper we conclude that the most
appropriate procedure is to use the adhesion energies per
Z atom interface area when relating the adhesion energy
difference to the adhesion shift b, E,~h measured by corelevel photoemission.
In Fig. 5(a) we present a comparison between the experimental values for the interface shift hE;„tfor Na, K,
and Cs on the four different 4d metals, and the values
from the two difFerent models based on segregation energies and partial shifts. In Fig. 5(b) a comparison is
presented between the experimental
values for the
adhesion shift and the values calculated from the two
different models based on adhesion energies and partial
shifts. From Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) we can see that the calculated values reproduce the experimentally obtained values
reasonably well. It is particularly gratifying to note that
the models produce a negative shift of the alkali corelevel binding energies. All simple initial-state models relating the shifts to charge transfer would yield a positive
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FIG. 5. (a) Measured and calculated interface shifts for Na,
K, and Cs on the indicated metals. The measured values of Na
K, and Cs on Ru(100) were taken from Refs. 13 and 14. See also
Ref. 39. (b) Measured and calculated adhesion shifts for Na, K,
and Cs on the indicated metals. The measured values of Na, K,
and Cs on Ru(100) were taken from Refs. 13 and 14. See also

Ref. 39.

shift of the alkali core-level binding energies in these systems, unless of course one makes the unrealistic assumption that electrons are transferred from the substrate to
the alkali making the alkali interface layer negatively
charged. Concerning the magnitudes and the trends,
with respect to alkali as well as to 4d metal, of the alkali
core-level binding-energy
shifts we find that these are
reasonably well reproduced by the thermodynamical
models, in particular when considering the complications
discussed above and the approximative
nature of
Miedema's scheme.
In summary we have measured layer-resolved corelevel binding-energy
shifts for Na, K, Rb, and Cs on
Mo(110), Rh(111), Rh(110), and Pd(100) by highresolution core-level spectroscopy. We have obtained information on interface segregation and adhesion energies.
The experimental results can be reproduced well by rnodels based on a thermodynamical
description using as input parameters values calculated by Miedema's scheme.
This, however, requires that the large change in size between an alkali atom and the next element in the Periodic
Table is taken into account.
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The interface segregation energy can be written as the sum of
the three terms of solution and surface energies (Ref. 32). %'e
have used surface energies from Ref. 33 and solution energies
from Ref. 34.
The adhesion energy in Miedema's formalism (Ref. 32i is
given by

E.ab= —yM —yz+y'"' +y
y and yz are the surface energies for the pure metals,
are the contributions from the interfacial enerand y
y'"' is related to the energy of alloying
in
which
gy y~z,
is the average grain boundary mismatch energy.
and y
The mismatch energy has been chosen to be 15% of the sum
of the surface energies (Ref. 32). We have used surface energies from Ref. 33 and solution energies from Ref. 34.
In the partial shift model we have to restrain the different energy parameters by some choice of effective concentration parameters describing to what extent each type of neighbor is
present around the ionized atom (Ref. 25). These effective
concentration parameters are chosen so that Cz =0.75 at the
interface and the surface and 1 in the bulk of the Z metal,
C=0. 25 at the interface and 0 at the surface and in the
bulk, and Cz =0.25 at the surface and 0 at the interface and
in the bulk for the close-packed surfaces. In the case of the
more open Pd(100) surface the choice is instead Cz =0.65 at
the interface and the surface and 1 in the bulk of the Z metal,
CM=0. 35 at the interface and 0 at the surface and in the
bulk, and Cz =0.35 at the surface and 0 at the interface and
in the bulk. For the cohesive energies see Ref. 35.
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the calculated shifts by
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For the case of alkali metals on Al (Ref. 16) we did not use
this procedure but instead related the adhesion shift to the
adhesion energy difference per atom. The reason why we still
obtained good agreement may be traced back to the fact that
the surface energies entering into the calculations of adhesion
energies were taken from Miedema's calculations. If we instead, as in the present paper, use surface energies calculated
by ab initio methods (Ref. 33), we find that the agreement is
improved if instead the area per Z atom is used.
The values for Na and Cs on Ru{100) are taken from values
given in Ref. 13 whereas the values for K on Ru{100) are taken from values given in Ref. 14. In the case of Cs on Ru(100),
measurements have been performed using either the Cs 5p
{Ref. 14} or the Cs 4d (Ref. 13) core level. %'e have used the
value for the Cs 4d level.

